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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

U.

This report presents a plan for the Midwest Library, Network (MIDLNET),

a regional library network serving the Midwest. The report includes an
, _.....,.''.

organizational plait to allow administration of MIDLNET bya Board of Directors

representaave of the states and the major resource libraries in the region.

Network.serVices will be available, on bases to be determined by, the Board

of Directors, to All libraries in Ihe Midst.
0

The Stet:zing CoMmittee for this study feels a sense of urgency in getting

MIDLNET operational so that the many topic's identified during this study can

be given continuing attention by'a high-level central staff and guidance and

direction by a larger,more representative group than a study team. AlsO, as will

be shown in the report, there is a sense of.urgency in bringing tbeoMidweit into

the merging national library network at the earliest possible date to ensure

that our needs are considered in national short- and long-rangeplanning.

The establishment of MIDLNET is in line-with policies at the national

level as the.following excerpts.from-the National Commission for Libraries

and Information Science Draft of a National Pro

Services (March 10; 1975) indicates:

"The Commission assumes'that the nationwide network would not be
A monolithic and authoritarian superstructure, but. that it would
form a shelter and framework for families of-geographic and
functional networ*develoPed and interconnected according to a
unified plan. There cvrrently exist networks of varying sizes,
all of which must be tied together, starting at the local and
regional level and building upward.

Interstate compatibity is mandatory if statewide networks are
to be economical and efficient in the context of a national
network. It should be emphasized that NCLIS regards the self-
generating and on-going trend toward cooperative statewide and
multistate;networks as a positive step forward which should"be
encouraged and abetted with federal suppo t.

-The National-Program here advances the national network as a-
flexible, voluntary and evolving confederation of information
resources.: The government's role in building the network would
be to: encourage the development of networks within and between
the states, help establish and en '-ourage the:adoption of common
technical standards, introduce computers and telecommunications
for interstate use, and help establish protocol governing the

ram for Librar and Information



way requests and other transactions are handled by the network.'.'

ln surveying problems fatting all libraries, in, assessing the activities

in the Midwest, and in the nation, we believe that we are on the right track

in organizing MIDLNET. The Midwest is the only major region in the U.S. that

does not have a regional library network and the time has come. MIDLNET will

not compete with any existing systek but will be designed to utiliie more

broadly and to supplement what exists. The development of MIDLNET provides

us with both an opportunit5',and a responsibility. We have much here in the

Midwest to build on: strong public-oriented research libraries, national

library leaders; expertise in many.areas; strong foundations that could be

(\a source of financial support. A number of documents prepared at the national

level bring'out the concept loud and clear that there it a need to share

between the have and the have-not states so. that all may have access to the

rich bibliographic resources of our region. What we need is acceptance that

this is the proper way to proceed; faith that we can improve our awn situation

and solve some of our own problems by working with others, recognition_ that

librarians will increasingly'be called to public accountability for the

A.nformation services available toour citizens, and a willingness to act and

to make commitments c 1 the basis of these judgments. If we can do this, we

can put it all together to build better library services for all of the people

of the Midwest.

The Steering Committee recommends adoption of this Report. Organizational
- a

paperwork for MIDLNET has been completed. Internal Revenue Service recoinition

of MIDLNET as an educational tax - exempt organization is being sought. A bank

account has been established to allow immediate receipt of fees'and grants.

Contents on behalf of MIDLNET have already been made with pritential funding

organizations. Active recruitment for an Executive Director has begun to

allow immediate Board action selecting a candidate. MIDLNET will hegin

to'operate immedidately upon the first Board of Director's meeting to be



ailed this summer. We strongly urge the support of all librarians in the

Midwest for MIDLNET and are convinced that establishing this organization

will, in the future, be regarded as a landmark in Midwest. library development.

a
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The Midwest Regional Library Network
(MIDLNET)

Origins And TO Date Progress

Introduction

This report describes a new organization:-that will serve as a regional

library network for the midwestern states. The report is organized in

four major sections;

l. Background of MIDLNET

2. MIDLNET Organization
411

3. MIDLNET Objectives

4. MIDLNET Funding

TheNIDLNET Study concentrated primaktrily on the organizational problems

. and the administration of_aregional network.- The study did not include a

detailed system analysis and. costing of regional network systems, since these

were clearly beyond the scope of the study. In addition,' it'was felt that such

studies should mbre appropriately be conducted under`the direction of the Board

of MIDLNET itself rather than by an ad hoc study group.

As will be 'shown in this report, MIDLNET varies in many details from

other regional networks that are established or operational. These variations

stem principally from a recognition that the structure and organization of a

regional library network should be based on the needs and characteriitics of

the area it serves.

A_ list_ of. MIDLNET_pro4 ect_consultants,--2- S-teering- Committee, and Advisory

Committee members is provided in. Appendix A. The Committee.on Institutional

Cooperation and its Exedutive Director, Dr. Frederick Jackson, provided
tj

administrative suppOrt and professional expertise during this study. This

generous assistance is hereby acknowledged.

1
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Background and Conduct of the MIDLNET Study

This section of the report Provides a- brief review of the originsvoi.

this project,iis administration and financing, the work accomplished,

information disseMlnation activities related to the project.

Project Origins

Ina very real sense MIDLNET has grown out of a recognition of the limited

capability orindividual states. to solve certain nettWorking problems, especially

j

those' relating to deveIoOment,'maintenance, and access to ]arge data bases.

This problem waa first

when they found that

fdentified,by,the Council of Wisconsin Libraries (COWL)

many ofktheprojects that-they wanted to implement would
4

require moresupport than could be provided vithin.the-state. The COWL-group-0

.believed that this problem was not unique'to Wisconsin and, accordingly, in

April 1973 COWL sponsored a meeting which included representatives from Wisconsin,

. Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois. Strong interest was shown in an inter -state

network and a committee was appointed to develop a plan of action.

In-June of 1973 a second meeting was held and the group was enlarged to,

include representatiVes from Indiana"and additional representatives from the

original states. Various representatives agreed to provide poeitionipapers

about certain contributions that an inter-state network could make to improvement

of library-service.

During the next year-additional groups,werectonbacted, a study proposal

was developed, and a sponsoring agency was sought. In February of 1974, ,the

4
.

Committee on Institutional Cooperation (crc) agreed to accept sponsorship and

to help with funding. Solicitations for project support were sent to CIC

members andto other libraries that had shown interest:, The wide-spread interest

and suppori'of a regional library network is evidenced by the fact that
0,

libraries and library groups provided a total of $37,500 from their local

budgets to support this study. Support was received from both the core group

of states represented by CIC and border states. .Funds were received from the



11 members of the CIC (the big tin unlversities and the University of Chicago)

each of whom paid $3,000 toward the study. In addition, ~$3,000 was provided.

by Iowa State University and 050 was received from the University of South

Dakota and from the University of Northern Iowa. (Not all the funds came:from

academic libraries, the Wisconsin CIC assesstInt wasprovided by COWL'which
, .

receives half of its income from stete agency funding and which7ierves almost
0

300 public libraOss.)

°

Twe,pointsneed to be emphasized. The firet,is that this study has. been

funded by institutions' who believe that inter-state cooperation is vital to
4; . ,

.

improved library development and improved service to library users, No

foundation or Federal funds were sought to Underwrite this effort. Second,

although the study funding'came primarily from acadeMic libraries, the concept

has always been the development of services that would be available to all

interested libraries and library agencies:
0

Tromthe original organizers and the contributors an Advisory Group
1

formed and a Steering Committee was selected. Dic-Ftederick-Jackson

Executive Director'of CIC, has worked closely with these groups throughout

was

the atudy.and the CXC office has provided necessary administrative support.
O

Mrs. Barbara Evans Markuson, an independent library consultant, was engaged

to work as project director. Other con3ultants included Mr.,Harry Martin,

Associate Law Librarian, University of Texas Law School and Mr. Peter Barack,

a member of the faculty, of the Northwestern University Lew School, Mr. Barack

continues to serve as legal counsel to. MIDLNET. Officers of the Steering

Committee will continue to serve as interim officers of MIDLNET. These officers

are: Mr. W. Carl Jackson, Dean, of Libraries, Indiana University (President),

Mr. John Metz, Librarian, University'of Wisconsin at Green Bay (Secretary),

and Dr. Frederick Jackson, Executive Director, CIC (Treasurer).

1. See Appendix A for a list of. Advisory Group and Steering'Committee members.
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Woyk Accomplished

The Study Group (Steering Committee and Consultants) addressed itself

to the following major areas:

1. RevidW of factors arguing for or against establishment of
a regigQklibrary network:' evidence supported need for
such a netowrk.

2. Review of organizational and:legal factors involved.in
regicInal library networks.

3. Development of organizational structure far a regional
library network With membership criteria.

I

4. Developmeht ofaegal structure of regional ?ibrary network
including draft paperd of incorporation, bylaws, etd.

0
,

5. 'Investigation of. services identified, as needed by academic
libraries, state networks, and other groups submitting position
papers or other information and revie0 of other" regional net-
works and documentation from the National Commiasionon
Libraries and Information Services.

4,

6. Development of qualifications for Executive' Director of
a regional library network and preliminary canvassing
of potential candidates.

7. Development Of A tentative three-year budget to cover basic
central administrative costs.

8. Completion of all necessary legal work to allow a regionl--
library network to begin functioning immediately 'upon
convening the first meeting of the Board of Directore4

9, Preparation of interim and final project reports.

The Study Group met at least monthly from October 19/4 to JOne,1975; some

preliminary meetings were held in Augitst and September to plan the work. In

addition, there Were any meetings of subcommittees. assigned to complete specific

tasks. 'During the project, theProject Coordinator visited several states and

met^with state librarians; public;school, and academic librarians; and directors

and other Staff members of state.and regioanl networks including MINITEX, WILS,

the Michigan L

)

brary Consortium, OCLC, and the Midwest Health Science Library

/

Network.

Dissemination Activities

During this Project intensive efforts have been made, within the resources
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available. to keep others informed of the prhress and -findings. A brief

survey of this disseminagAd activity includes:

4

Three oral progress reports to the Commlttee on Institutional
Cooperation!

Three meetings with the. Advisory Committee

One meeting With written and oral progresS reports to
Study sponsors

-. .

Oral presentations to meetings of Midwest librarians including:
Wisconsin Library Association . ,..

.
.

Illinois,Regional,Library .Council ,,,. .

Midwest Academic. Library Conference -"

Minnesota Library Association,
4

'Discussions with staff and committee members in neework groups

MINITEX
Midwest Health:Science Library Network
Michigan Library Consortium'
InCoLSA Executive Committee
Wisconsin" Council on Library Developpi'mti

In addition pressreleases about .the: 'study and its progress were sent to national,

regional, and state library puIblications.

a.

ro

In April 1975 a meeting was held for the potential Board of Directors of
e

MIDLNET. 'All state libraries, state networks, "and Association of Research

Library members in the extended MIDLNET regidn,were.invited: Mr. Alan Sevigny

of the U.S.O.E. Regional Office in Chicago was also present. At this meeting

each member of the Steering Committee and Mrs. rirkuson.provided a detailed

discussion of various facets of the study, plobleas facing Midwest libraries,

and the' potential services and organization'ofMIDLNET. Aneoimn discussion,
f,

followed these,presenrations an& attendees received a;pummary of the proceedings.

(A fiat of attendees eo this important meeting is presented in Appendix B.)

In addition,individual.memberd the Study' Group wrote local mews

releases, spoke' to interested groups in local areas; de manyindividusl

contacts, and answered.a rather voluminoUs correspondence related to' MIDLNET.

Even though the above efforts represent S'monsiderable.attention to information

dissemination, in view of the small group and short time involved,.and that
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the Steering Committee donated-their time to the projecti,, there still is some

feeling,'of which the Committee is aware, that not enough attention Was given

to keeping the library community informed. For that reason the Final Report
/ .

will be widely_distributed witItin the Midwest and beyond in an effort to reach

all interested individuals, institutions, and groups.

Looking Forward

In-order that there be almost no hiatus betwien the promulgation of

this report and the inception of MIDLNET as a viable, functiOning organization,

the Steering-Committee had completed all necessary work to establish MIDLNET.'

MIDLNET is 'now. a legal entity, is organized as\epon-profit porporation,-and

needs only to be implemented by its Bbard of Directors. There are two major

\reasons why this Sotion Was taken.

First,-completion of.paperwork-has given MIDLNET at least
a six month gain; real work can begin immediately
upon call'ofthe first Board of Directors meeting.

Second, as will beshown,: certain activities will depend
upon availability of outside funding from private.
foundations. To obtain these, funds, recognition.. by
the U.S.Anternal.Revenue Service as er.non-profit
organization' is mandatory. The necessary papers
have been -filed and by this action MIDLNET will gain
valuable providing real services.

This report°summarizes the many , faefors and considerations that led the

Committee to conclude that a regional library network is a viable and necessary

addition to the Midwestlibrary community. We firmly believe that the Midwest

library community will take immediate action'to implement MIDLNET.
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MIDLNET Organization

The Steering Committee spent considerable effort and energy on one

question: Is a regional library network really needed in the Midwest? It

is convinced that-the answer to this question is: Yes. The major considerations

leading to this affirmation are summarized below.

The Library,EnvironMent: All libraries appear to be suffering from

shortages of funds, materials, space, and staff. There is reason to believe

that, if these problems are not chronic, thiy will be with us for the foreseeable

future, Research libraries are particularly hard pressed to meet their immediite

user's needs and are having to cut back on traditional services to other libraries.

A concerted cooperative program and imaginative new approaches:May help solve

some of these problems.

'Library Technology: Automation and other new technologies can solve some

of the problems that libraries face. However, many of our most basic services

require complex systems and large data bases which individual libraries find

increasingly difficult to support. It seems likely that sheer economics will

force increasing cooperation in the area of library automation.

National Developments: A number of national library studies including,

those developed for the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science,

recommend a national network with state and regional library network componenta.

Regional library networks exist or are being planned in the Northeast (NELINET),

Southeast (SOLINET), Southwest (SLICE and IUC) and the West .(W1CHE). The

Midwest is the only major library region without a regional network center.or

an affiliation with an existing network. This gap leaves -a major library-resource

4

area withOut representation in the increasingly important library network community.

Midwest State Networks: This Study grew out of_an early recognition by the

COWL network group in Wisconsin of the limited potential for developing significant

data bases at the state network level. Other stucs have independently confirmed

the conclusions of the COWL group. A number of state library networks or state-

14



wide service centers are operational in the Midwest. At present, there'is

no organization to facilitate exchange of information or the development of

cooperative inter-state network projects. 'A regional network could serve this

role.

Research and Development: A few years ago most of the major progress in'

library automation was made by research libraries with funds from private, state,

and federal grants. It has become increasingly evident that research and develop-

ment money is now earmarked for cooperative programs. If the libraries of-the

Midwest are to participate in this research and development and build upon

already developed expertise and services, it seeing- likely that a regional network

will be the most important vehicle for future research and development activities.

Organizational Requirements

Prior to consideration of specific feature3of the MIDLNET organization, a

set of requirements was developed. It IS our contention that libraries will

judge a network primarily on what it an deliver. Therefore, emphasis has been

placed on requirements judged critical to network success. These requirements
411

are briefly discussed below:

,(1) MIDLNET services must meet the needs of the major academic

research libraries in the Midwest.

This requirement may strike some as-undemocratiA this is not the case.
e

It is absolutely imperative that .MIDLNET include the 'major research collections

in the Midwest, To do so, it must meet the information needs of major academic

research libraries. For example, a data base with full bibliographic records

can.be designed so that libraries requiring limited data can extract what they

need; however, it is very difficult and costly to upgrade a limited data base.

The Library of CongreSs, in developing its MARC services, has taken the position

that MARC formats-must be geared to the needs of the libraries requiring the most

comprehensive data set. If MIDLNET assumes a similar position, then the needs

of the majority of libraries can be met by-addressing the meeds of the academic
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library community.

This requirement is also basic to inter-state library activity. It is

assumed that, in general, libraries will use inter-state networks for information,

resources, and services not available within their local area or state. It

is further assumed that these needs will be most frequent And critical for

the major libraries within each state or for access to specialized material .

Therefbre-, an effective regional service must be ahle to meet stringent require-_
ments for authoritative, complete, and accurate input, for large data bases,

and for sophisticated service.- To develop,such services,-.it seems_obvious

that large academic research libraries will make the major contribution to

regional data bases. It is essential, therefore, that these databases, an

associated servicei, meet academic library criteria.

(2) MIDLNET should be a limited s onsor network.

Most library networks are organizationally similar to library associations.

Thus decision making is undertakenby the whole membership and annually elected

boards ;administer the organization. This structure has already created difficul-

ties and remains viable principally becatise networks do not yet have large mem-

berships. MIDLNET will not perpetuate this unwieldy organizational structure.

As' regional library networks develop and mature, they will provide services

that impact on the daily operation of hundreds of libraries. Data bases and -

services must be guaranteed. Complex projects-will involve long-range implements-

tion and development, 'Administration, budgeting, and technologcal cOnsiderations

will become increasingly complex. These faCtors argue strongly for stability

and continuity in network decision making bodies. MIDLNET will have continuity

through a permanent group responsible for its programs:

If present regional network organizations are projected into the future,

decision making may well involve board meetings of hundraisof librarians or

complicated mail balloting. This process will be slow, expensive and detrimental

to effective action.' (These problems are familiar to all who participate in
,

national and regional associations.). Given the increasing cost Of travel and .

16
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communication, the continuing energy crises, the geographical areainvoIVed,

and the logistical problems that arise; it seems obvious that a more efficient

organizationis mandatory. MIDLNET will,have an efficient cost-effective

organization.

Based_on these considerations it was decided that MIDLNET will be

administered by a core, stable, representative group of sponsors whd will

administer the network on behalf of_ Midwest libraries.. Organization should

not be confused with service. Service will be provided, as appropriate, to

libraries in the Midwest at costs reasonable for a non-profit organization.
,

As will be shown, sponsors have been defined so as to allow equitable representa-

don of states:in the Midwest area and take into consideration the resources

and network activity in the Midwest,-

(3) States in the Midwest should have continuing administrative and

decision-making roles in the MIDLNET organization by representatives

With a natural responsibility for inter-state library cooperation

and coordination.

MIDLNET .will advance moat rapidly if the sponsor group has a continuing

and natural responsibility for inter-state library development. Three groups

have been" identified as meeting these criteria: state libraries or state library

agencies, major resource libraries, and state networks formally organized to

serve all types of libraries in the state. The rationale for-each of these

groups having amajor role in_MIDLNET is summarized_belowl

State.librarie*m state libraries or state library agencies, in most states,

have a legislative mandate, to plan and promote new library services within the

state. Further, state libraries have an increasing role in network development

and may well be the major focus for receipt and disbursement of federal funds for

the national library network. State libraries, in many states, also play a.key

role in providing backup and support services to the medium-sized and small

libraries in the state. In the MIDLNET'area state libraries have been particularly 6

1.7
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active in promotion and support of state network development and interlibrary

cooperation; and participation in MIDLNET would provide an appropriate vehicle

for continuation of this interest in a larger setting.

Major resource libraries: the major resource libraries have traditionally

been initiators Ltnd innovators at the state, regional, and national level and,

in most parts of the U.S. have been active in the development of regional library

networks. Because:of'its tradition, size, and resources, this group:of libraries

has developed strong interesti in inter-state activities and; in contrast to

most large public libraries, has been active in promotion of library consortia,

automated systems, and research and development projects because of their key

role in effective marshalling of the resources of the area into a viable library
ek,

network for the region, it is essential that these libra\ries participate in

MIDLNET on a continuing basis. Therefore, libraries in MIDLNET region, that

are eligible for membership in the Association of Research Libraries are eligible

for representation on the MIDLNET Board of Directors.

State library networks: state networks, such as MINITEC, the Michigan

Library Consortium, the Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority, and

others, operating as separate organizations serving all types of-libraries should

be represented in.regional network development. these networks represent school,

public, academic, and special library concerns and often are the major center

within a state for cooperative library.services. It seems likely that MIDLNET

services would-he made available 'to-libraries Within a State either through the

state network, where one exists, or through the state library, in those states

without library networks. Thug; a state network or state library agency could

identify those services which cannot be provided economically at the state leVel,

as well as assess the potential interest. in a proposed service, and provide valuable

review and monitoring of proposed MIDLNET programs through state committees, and

promote MIDLNET services and policies.

(4) MIDLNET must have an organizational structure that will not restrict

18
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potential services or activities.

A few networks, including regional networks, were primarily.established

to provide cataloging services or. to provide a,mechanismfor joining the Ohio,

College Library. Center system. These networks actually function as single7service

networks.. MIDLNET should avoid any preconCeived notions as to.what services

might be feasible in the future and should have a charter and by laws that allow

for the greatest possible flexibility.

A:rater se-cti-on-kkat5--po se-rvi-Ces---that were suggeste-d-by-libraries-'7.,

and committees who provided input either during the MIDLNET study or in- the

preliminary work leading, up to the study. The Board of Direttors of MIDLNET

should review these suggestions and identify services that could be_provided

to libraries in the Midwest should funding be made available to initiate the
.a

service.

Organizational Plan

This section of the report reviews the legal foundations bar-networks and

presents, the recommended network organization.

Legal Foundations: MIDLNET could be legally established as: 1) a federal-
,

inter-state library compact, 2) an inter-state library compact, or 3) a non-

profit corporation. A recent study of legal bases for'networking prepared by

,Harry Martin for 'the 'SLICE network (Legal Aspects of'Establishing a Regional

Inter-State Library,Network.in the SouthWest) states that the preferred legal

bases for regional library networks are in the order listed above. The compacts

have first preference because they give the network the status and support that

accrues from legislative action. Non-profit corporatims have more limited benefits

and, in Mr. Martin's view, may prove unsuitable in the long Ain.

After giving careful attention to the points raised by Mr. Martin, the

Steering Committee decided that, at the present time, MIDLNET shouldnot be

organized as a compact. The establishment of an inter-state compact would

require a significant effort over a fairly long period. Even so, there would be

1
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no:guarantee of success since legislative action is never certain. It was

felt that this approach, while patently more desirable in the long run, would

nevertheless delay solution ofpressiiig problems.

It was specifically noted that in the-Midwest, in contrast to other regions,

states have generally eschewed compacts and formalized federal7atate-relationships.

Indeed, even Midwest libraries seem to have followed this pattern-with the result

that there is no major inter-state library organiltation or bibliographic center

serving the area. It was agreed, however, that the success of MIDLNET might

eventually pave the way for some type of inter-state support for library net4orks;

It was decided that MIDLNET be established as a non-profit corporation.

However, to the extent feasible, the corporation has been structured so that it

can serve eventually as a recognized component of the national library network

and be eligible for federal and state funding. To this end, certainfeatures

of_inter-state compact organization were incorporated in/theMIDLNET organizational

plan.

Establishing MIDLNET-as a component of some existing organization was

rejected primarily because no suitable inter=state organization exists in the

Midwest. The Committee on Institutional Cooperation, under whose auspices this

Study' was conducted, might seem a logical umbrella organization. However, CIC

is informally organized and thus does not have a structure that would petmit it

to undertake administration of a largeLs_continuing network

A legal review. was made to determine whether the Midwest states have eny

significant variations in laws for incorporation of non-profit Orgsinizations.

It appears that,there are none and, therefore, the` Steering Committee. moved to

-incorporate in Illinois. basically to provide continuity with the-wOrklaready-

undertaken, since legal counsel had been retained in the Chicago area. It is

important to understand that incorporation does not have anything to do with the
4

physical location of the MIDLNET center -.it could be located in any state in

the Midwest. Investigation of factors related to MIDLNET location'has not been

a



completed.

MIDLNET will obtain re-cognition from the U.S

as a tax exempt.organization. Although no,pro

would have to make any required adjustments in by

if these changes were requested.

Administration of MIDLNET 1

A proposed organizational chart for MIDLNET is shown on the_following

. Internal Revenue Service

are foreseen, MIDLNET

laws to meet IRS criteria
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page. The specific duties, terms, condi ions of partiapation, etc. are

explained in more detail in the by laws hich have been drafted and which

haVe been sent to potential members. T e MIDLNET by laws will be available

1for examination by any interested inquirer and are public reCords.

Defining the MIDLNET Area

The area- in which MIDLNET would/operate has not been precisely defined.

The following states were included in correspondence, discussion groups and

conferences related to MIDLNET: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska, Kentucky,-Kansas, North Dakota, and South

Dakota. It is not clear how the geographic'area_of a regional network should

be determined. The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

reports have suggested several configurations. Some of the states above are

in' areas that,border on-two'planned regional networks. The Steering Committee

decided to let the, potential members themselves determine that final configuration.

That is, each State should decide for itself whether or not it should belong to

the MIDLNET region.

Locatto of MIDLNET; Headquarters

The Tiard.of Directors will make the final decision, on the location of

MIDLNET headquar rs. Criteria to consider include: easy availability of

transportation ,for inter-state travel, convenience to meeting facilities,

convenience to office services such as-duplicating, printing, etc., convenience
N
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to motel or hotel accommodations, and'moderate cost-for office and related

building services. It has also been suggested that space might be provided

:free or a minimum cost by a MIDLNET member. Should the Board decide to

accept such an arrangement it might also be possible to arrange for certain

administrative tasks, Such' as bookkeeping, to be handled by the host organization.

The Board should also give consideration to location in a building owned by

a non-profit organization since many such groups charge fees that are lower

than commercially run office buildings.

.



MIDLNET Objectives and Services

1.1

.Introduction

MIDLNET will concentrate on five major objectives. It aims to:

1. Reduce per -unit costa of library operations and
services.

4.

Provide rapid and efficient access to and delivery
of the library resources of 'the Midwest to library
users.

3. Coordinate and improve library planning, research,
and development in the Midwest.

4. Provide-a vehicle for participation of the Midwest
in Federal funding that will be available for
regional network development and a voice for the
Midwest in the emerging National Library Network,

and
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5. Protect the Midwest's investment inlibrary resources
through a coordinated materials preservation program.

It-will be the responsibility of the MIDLNET Board of Directors to plan

a program ensuring that measurable progress is made toward reaching these

objectives. In the following section a suggested list of services and programs
. .

related to each objective is provided. Some of these can be implemented at

once and will require little or no outside funding; others will be long-range

and their initiation will depend upon outside funding until they become self-

supporting. In the following section emphasis is on what will be done and not

on the specific mechanism by which it will be done; the library world and the

technical world move rapidly and EMDLNET must be free to take advantage of these

developments. The emergencu of national programs such as the Library of Congress
0

plan for on-line bibliographic support service to regional networks will certainly

cause a re-evaluation of many of the present services and systems now in use.

Objective 1. Reduce 'er -unit costs of libra o erations and services.

Although all avenues leading to cost reduction will be explored, MIDLNET

will have as its top priOrity the establishing of a centralized computer-based

facility to support an on-line bibliographic data base for monographs and serials.

:3,
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Although the initial use of this data base would be to provide cataloging

support the major libraries and networks .in MIDLNET, the data base system

and services will be designed in such a way that it eventually can serve as a

true on-line catalog, both union and local. In addition, the system should be

designed to support,. eithercentrally or on local computers', library operations

related to ordering, check-in, process control, inventory management, and'.
r.

3

circulation. It must also be designed in such a way as to provide detailed holdings7

data in order to assure speedy and efficient interlibrary loan services and

resource sharing programs.

-Such a system is obviously a time-consuming development. At preserii it

is recognized that a number. of Midwest libraries, including sponsors of MIDLNET,

. ,

Are using or plan to use the,OCLC facility for the production of catalog cards,

MIDLNET, on an interim basis, will serve as a facilitating and.contracting

agent for delivery of OCLC services. MIDLNET will also be concerned with

developing ways and means for an easy transition from .00LC to the:MIDLNET system

ant:, in the future, to integration into the National Bibliographic System.

Because a number of Midwest libraries, including sponsors of MIDLNET,

have designed and implemented in-house systems fOr many library functions,

MIDLNET will attempt to utilize these developments to benefit Midwest libraries

either by modifying them, as appropriate, for use in a centralized system or by

making them,More widely available in the form of program packages. for use on

local computers.

Because it is recognized that any regional system, if it is to be success-

fui, must be compatible with and able to interface efficiently with-other regional -°

4'
and national syStems, MIDLNET will be prepared to work with other'sgencies to

facilitate the free exchange of both records and systems for processing hese

records. .,MIDLNET, in the pursuit of thisdbjebtive will, in.addihdn to

working with other regional networks, attempt tO,develop a good working relation-,

ship with organizations such as the Library of Congress, the 'Asiociatibh,of
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Research Libraries, the CounciLon Library Resources, they National Commission

on Libraries and Infoimation Science the Council of Computerized Library

Networks and other regional library networks. With these grOups, MIDLNET will

-
1:isue development of unified policies and standard practices.

Thus MIDLNET will provide the Midwest with the following specific short-
-.

and long-range services:

.1.' MIDLNET will provide an on-line union catalog to facilitate
information access and resource utilization.

.."

2. MIDLNET wil1,2provfde telecommunications services to regional
and national information data bases to reduce per7unit costs
of using these services.

.3. MIDLNET will provide a range of computer services to support
library operations and services.

4:- MIDLNET will serve as-a contracting center for OCLC and other
information services for all states desiring such services..

5. MIDLNET will provide access to online authority, files:

A brief discussion of how these services relate to cost rnduction is provided

below.
o 0

1. Catalog. An on-line union'catalog will extend access to

library resources among 'Midwest libraries. This union catalog, coupled with

on-line l.ocalcatalog access, will redude costs by: profiding a centralized
!

data base to support local catalog Operations, allowing'resource sharing;

providing researche'rs rapidlocation,of needed items; lowering the cost of
,..

searching and locating interlibrary 'loan requests, reducing the mounting costs

of card catalog maint nance, and facilitating cooperative acquisitions programs.

jelecommunica ions:' The use of on-line data bases through tele

communications can be expensive unless communication coats can oe reduced through

technology, bulk purchasing of telecommunication services, or sharink of use

Of MIDLNET will explore methods of reducing costs of using present

and future on -line services.

3. ,' Computer Services':-
,

Local development of comp ter systems to support
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library operations is expensive and time-consuming. MIDLNET will utilize a

viiriey'of means to, make it cost - effective for libraries -of all types to use'

computer services. Within the Midwest some -advanced library systems,have been

'developad-fOr such operations as circulation, Serials.control cataloging,

producting of union lists, etc. TheseaysteMs as well as systems deVeloped in

other regiohs canform the basis'of centralized computer services or use can

be shared by facilitating transfer of systems from one institution .to another.

This. coordination of technological adVance is thwarted, at present because the

Midwest has no focal point for sharing computer expertise and developments.,

MIDLNET will play a major role in bringing computerbased service to Midwest

libraries.

4. OCLC and Other Services: MIDLNET caibecome a focus for contracting

for computer-based services for libraries in the Midwest. Acteas to these

services is on a.contractual basis and MIDLNET could implement contracts On

behalf of Midwest, libraries thud providing reduction of central overhead'costs,

o

informed contract negotiations, training, accounting, and evaluation services.

In the near future OCLC will'be a vehicle for building databases whiih can

later be input to the MIDLNET systea. A considerable data base will'accrue

,
by virtue of such usd of OCLC by libraries in Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin,

. Michigan and in other states. MIDLNET can also work t8 ensure that Midwest

r

libraries have cost-effective access to major info n data bases to support

information, retrieval activities.

5. On-Line Authority Files: Access to on-line subject and-name authority

files is essential to reduce costs of cataloging, catalog maintenance, and

catalog searching and to promote standarization of data-bases. The Library of

Congrcas recently announced that'it plans to provide access in an on-line mode

to its authority files for networks only. ;Mit is, individual librdries would

access these files through network 'arrangements and could not have access directly

.

to LC. MIDLNET will loplore this and other arrangements to provide authority

a

27



file information to Midwest libraries:
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Affectiver-2-ilrovidg-Ourrelialefficient acceta to and delivery of the library

resources of the Midwest to library users.

It hasbeen estimated that the holdings'of the MIDLNET region amount to

at least 15M00,000 volumes and that at least $300,000,006 is spent annually

for library materials, operation, and services in the Midweiit(thase estimates

do not include all of the many small libraries in the region and. are conservative).

Even so, we still have a primitive technology for locating materials outside a

given library and bringing these materials to users promptly. Through library

networks and the advent of new technology we can, for the fiigt time, improve

access to these considerable resources and significantly improve the access to

mae4ials per dollar spent in materials location services. Specific services.

that MIDLNET will provide to support improved access.services to library users

include:

1) Coordination of union list of serials projects to .allow rapid development

of a standardized serials data base, with locations, for the Midwest.. The

Minnesota Union List of Serials (WLS% data base is the major database upon

which thenational Serials Conversion (CONSER) project has been based. The

integration of the MULS data base with other union list projects in the region

could Immediately provide improved. access to serials -

2) Provision of direct access services to. all data bases of interest to

Midwest library users or promulgation of information on how data bases can be

accessed when direct service isinOt coat effective.

3) Provision of SDI and other information dissemination services to

library users.

4) Development of a coordinated inter-state delivery system to

facilitate resource. sharing.

5) '- Improvement of access to state and local documents for the Midwest.
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(The Library of Congress has identified this as an area of special responsibility

,.for regional and state networks Since it does not have the resources to Organize

this material. MIDLNET would promote standarization of input and access of this

material which would become part of the national data base via MIDLNET.)

Objective 3. Coordinate and improve library planning, research and

.,development in the Midwest.

A critical -problem in library planning, research, and development is the

limited number of highly qualified.specialists, particularly in the area of

new technologies.' Some libraries in the Midwest have such expertise available

but,-all too frequently, libraries are forced to work without the assistance

of high-level expert assistance. We lack a method by which expensive and

critical talent can effectively be brought to bear on library problems and

this has been a great impediment to sound planning and the development and

integration of new technologies into library operations.

MIDLNET will coordinate and provide mechanism. whereby such talent can
I a>

be made available. Within the Midwest we have some of the most expert library

talent in the country as well as expertise in specialiZed technical areas such

as systems analysis, programming, telecommunications, etc,. MIDLNET will provide

a vehicle- -for bringing this talent to bear on a wide range of library problems

and will explore mechanisms by, which these talents can be made available to

libraries within the region.

Sharing of library expertise will, of course,_have to be well planned and

coordinated but it is feasible that we can improve library services'-and reduce

the cost of planning and development by a coordinated use of existing talent.

Thus MIDLNET can eliminate much redundant and costly planning, research and program

development and make-these efforts more effective. To meet this objective MIDLNET,

will:

1. Provide a forum for the cooperative discussion, review and coordination

of library planning, research and development.

23



2. Provide an opportunity for the initiation of a regional

jil A
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payoff from IxPenditures of manpower and support services.

3.' Improve. planning --research and development through enhanced'
,

ability to obtain foundation and Federal funding and through

access to a wide variety of needed expertise.

4. Provide continuing formalized coMmunication channels between

major resource libraries, state libraries, and state networks.

Through improved communications it will be easier to monitor

new-developments and to share the expertise that exists among

US.

5. MIDLNET will provide access-to technical skills (such as

computer expertise, statistical expertise, etc.) that most

resource libraries, state networks,-and state libraries cannot

afford, to maintain on local staffs.

Objective 4. Provide a vehicle for participation of the-Midwest in Federal

funding that will be available for regional network development

and a voice for the Midwest in the emerging National Library

Network.
k

gional library networks have been identified as an important component of

the n tioeal library network. As yet the national library network is still a

concert on paper but there are. signs that significant. developments and plans are

alrea y underway that will bring parts of it into being fairly soon.- The Midwest

cannot take\a passive rolein this development. The structure of the National,

Libra* Nettiork is of vital concern to all libraries and MIDLNET should take.an

immedi to role in drawing attention to the needs and Contributioesof the Midwest

in suc a na anal plan.

Lib ary of Congress has underway planning for its National Bibliographic

. System This\ system will be completely automated over the next few, years. and is
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being designed to serve only those recognized and fully establishedregional)
. .

Tlibrary networks. -The Library of Contress.thus plans to meet and assist the

I

national library system for automated services only through and with networks

(non-automated services would continue to be made available on an individual

library basis). MIDLNET will, then,.play a vital role in bringin E.automate& LC-

services -to libraries in the Midwest.

The design and funding plans for the national network are underwty and we

cannot afford to be left out of these developments. MIDLNET will work actively to:

1. Provide a framework for the integration of the Midwest into the

41

National Library Network.

2. Provide a vehicle for communicating Midwest library needs to

national planning and funding groups.

3. promote.education concerning .t.he use of national bibliographic

standards and procedures in the MidWiest.

4. Repreaeat the MidWest in'appropriate national bodies, and

5. Ensure adequate Federal financial support for regional library

networks.

Okiective 5. Protect the Midwest's investment in library resources

through a, coordinated materials preservation program.

The Research Library Group's statement on preservation applies equally to

Midwest libraries.

"No problem confronting research libraries is more alarming than the physical

disintegration of hundreds of thousands of volumes now on their shelves."

MIDLNET will give attention to this vital area by:

1. Serving as a center for exchange of information on preservation problems,

techniques, and programs.

2. Working with other organizations addressed_to_materials -preservation.

3. Establishing a preservation center for materials preservation and

restoration on a cooperative basis.

4'4
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Costs

MIDLNET Costs/Benefits
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The.funds to underwrite sponsorship of MIDLNET for a basic central staff,

for the initial three years will come from three sources:

1. Major resource library sponsors.

2. State library sponsors.

3. Formally organized state network sponskirs.

The basic budget will allow MIDLNET a guaranteed three-year funding for

central administration, project development, and management. -This funding will

be supplemented.by foundation and Federal grants that will be applied for as

soon as MIDLNET is operational. After the three-year period it is planned. that

MIDLNET will derive its support from service fees and from Federal fund= for

regional library networks as specified in documents emanating from the U.S.

Government.

-
The proposed bairic budget, will allow MIDLNET to begin operations now and

sponsors are encouraged to take immediate action. Three payment methods are

available and all sponsors are requested to underwrite $10,000 of MIDLNET operations.

The payment options are:

a. One payment of $10,000 in 1975/76.

b. Two payments of $5,000 one during 1975/76 and one in 1976/77.

c. Three $3,500 payments due 1975/76, 1976/77 and 1977/78.

Potential sponsors will receive information about transferring these funds

to MIDLNET. A proposed budget has been prepared for presentation and action at

the first Board of. Directors meeting. This budget is based on an initial.capitaliza-
,

tion of approximately $250,000.

Benefits to MIDLNET Members

In this day of limited library budgets, each potential MIDLNET member willbe

faced with the need to justify the $10;000 fee for establishing MIDLNET. What

32
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benefits will accrue from itiining MIDLNET and will they be worth $10-,000 over

the next three yeafil Some suggested benefits are listed below:

For State Libraries: State libraries play'alcading role in planning-

existing library services, in evaluating propodals and projects, in interpreting

new developments, and, by all indications, will have an important role in national

library network implementation. However, few state libraries in the Midwest have

been able to develop.mUCh capability in the area of new technology and would find

it difficult to compete for, and to keep, technical expertise on their staffs.

State libraries alsophave the responsibility for dexeloping five-year plans to be

Submitted to the Federal government and, in developing such plaps-should,.as a

minimum, show some evidence of keeping. abreast with new library technolOgy and

methods and with developments in other regions and areas. State libraries-

- should obtain 'the following- benefits from MIDLNET:.

1) Help in monitoring current and new technologies.

2) Exchange of infOrmation with other Midwest states and state

networks on a continuin

3) .Receive advisory assistance.from other. MIDLNET members and

.MIDLNET staff on specific areas of concern.

Coordinate programs and explore potential Of developing joint

programs with MIDLNET.

5) Share staff and consultant expertise through MIDLNET.

6) ConductprojeCts on behalf of MIDLNET.

7) Imptove'pote tia ofJmore favorable position for outside funding,
11,7.

e.g., from foundations and government agencies, through coopera-

tion with MIDLNET.

3) Integrate state planning with major resource library, state network,

and regional planning.

9) Provide professional development to staff through participation in

MIDLNET forums.
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For State Networks: DireCtors of state_networks-are faced-wfth-building

new organizations for which there are precious few guidelines and for which budgets

are limited. Many of these groups will be addressing the same problems, e.g.,

use of OCLC, development of union lists, development of interlibrary loan, delivery

systems, etc. State network directors in addition-may work in more isolation,

organizationally, than will other MIDLNET members. Informal channels have, to

some extent, already been established between state network directors. However,

such communication is on a piecemeal basis and it is difficult to keep abreast

of what is going,on. For state(networks participation in MIDLNET would .bring

many benefits. MIDLNET will work to:,

1) Help monitor current and newtechnologies.

2) Exchange information on a continuing, formalized, basis.

3) Identify relevant projects, studies, etc., within the MIDLNET

region and in other regions.

4). Coordinate' state network programs within the region.*

5) Share staff expertiiie through MIDLNET.

6) Developjoint programs through MIDLNET.

7) Minimize duplicetion of efforts in reserach and development

projects and preparation of proposals.

8) Improve funding by participation in regional networks.

9) Keep member networks abreast of new developments at a lower

cost than by individual effort.

10) Provide professional development through MIDLNET forums.

11) Provide network members with new services through MIDLNET, and

access to the region's bibliographic resources.

For Major Academic and Other Resource Libraries: Major resource libraries

are increasingly faced with two serious problems:

1) Continuation of high quality collections and services with

decreasing budgets or budgets limited by inflation, and



Coping with increasing deMands on services and collections

2.8

from both' direct and indirect user clientele.

All of the state, regional, and-national network plans rest rather firmly on

the assumption that resource libraries will continue to flourish.and.that it

.will be possible to tap into these libraries for services, for materials, and

for staff expertise. None of these plans make clear the degree of recompense

for the additional burdans that such sydtems will place on these libraries.

Thus there is _uneettainty about future demands coupled with uncertainty about

how libraries can serve` immediate localneeds during this period of financial

strain.

To address the problem of the role of the major resource library in regional

and national networks, MIDLNET will work to ensure that a recognition of the

value of.services and fins:ie.:al support is adequately provided for in national

and regional planning. MIDLNET. will be a strong spokesman for rational and

/
fair funding of the national library network/and for a fair share of the national

network funding to be returned to the regional and state level.

To address the more immediate survival problem, research libraries need

to examine every operation to determine whether costs can be reduced through

cooperation,' automation, or improved manual methods. Altheugh these problems

are the concern of various national groups, it seems reasonable to experts that

smaller forums will be required to allow detailed assessment of and solution of

many- common problems. For example, the old Columbia, Chicago, and Stanford

,project found that cross-country development was difficult and concluded that

geographic distance, wuen too great, could be a severe impediment to real

progress. Thus MIDLNET might actually be more effective in solving some problems

than national programs can be.

MIDLNET will give attention to the major role of resource libraries in

network development and will become a major vehicle for consideration of problems

related to these libraries. Major resource libraries should obtain the following



enef m participation in MIDLNET:

1) MIDLNET would provide the first mechanism in the Midwest to
r.

-provide continuing attention to the problems of major,resource

libraries. State networks cannot solve these problems because

there arc too few of these libraries in any Midwest state to

allow effective development of programs and projects.,
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Summary

MIDLNET will-provide'services to all types of libraries in the Midwest

and will provide a coordinating and focal point for the entire region. MIDLNET

services will assist each library, large or small, in. its goal of fully meeting

the infoimational needs of its users. By working together through MIDLNET the

resources of other states will serve as a back-up 'to State-wide services.: Thus

the services in each state will be strenghtened as the region is strengthened

through MIDLNET. Without MIDLNET, it is difficult to see how,these benefits

could be achieVed. The formation of MIDLNET will in the future be looked upon

as a landmark in tbe-development of.library services in the Midwest.
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1100 W. 42nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46208

John McGoWan!
University Librarian
Northwestern University..
.Evangton, IL .60210

T. John Metz
Director of the Library
University of Wisconsin,
at Green Bay

.Green Bay, WI 54302

Charles Sage
Head Systems Analyst
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50010

. fi ,

William Kurth

University Librarian,
Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130

J. F. Bills
Assistant Director

:University Library
Case Western. ReserveUniv.
Cleveland, OH 44106 .

Stanley McElderry
Director
University of Chicago
Chicago, IL 60637

Barry Porter
State Librarian
Iowa State Library
Des Moines, IA

Francis Scannell
State Librarian
735 Z. Michigan, Avenue

Lansing, MI 48913

Allen Sevigny
Program Officer
U.S. Office of Education
Chicago, IL

'Joseph Dagnese
Director of Libraries
Purdue University
W. Lafayette, IN 47907--

Fred.JackSon
Director, CIC
820 Davis St., Suite 130
Evanston, IL 60201

William Budington
Executive Director
John CrerarLibrary
Chicago, it 60616

Nancy Marshall
WILS Director,
University of qisconsin,
Memorial Library
.728 State Street
Madison,. WI 53706

Alice Wilcox.
MINITEX
c/o University of Minnesota
30 Wilson Library
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Ira Phillips" '*

Asst. State Librarian
State Office Building
'65 S. Front Street
Columbus, OH 43215

Beth A. Hamilton
Executive Director
Illinois Reg. Lib. Council
Chicago, IL

Thomas E. Albright
Asst. Director
Michigan State University
E. Lansing, MI 48823

Alphonse F.Trazza
Director
Ill. State Librarian
Centennial Building
Siiingfield, IL 62706
.

Herschel V. Anderson
State Librarian
South Dakota State Lib!
322 S. Fort Street
Pierre, SD 57501

Warren B. Kuhn
Dean. of Library. Services

Iowa. State University
Ames, IA. 50O10

James P. Riley
Federal Library Committee
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 2nmo

Ralph SEenstroi
Planning Director
North Dakota State Library
Bismarck, ND .5850i.

Ralph U. Hopp
Director of Libraries
University of Minnesota
MinneapolisMN 55455

.Dwight Tuckwood
Director of Libraries -

University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201.

1'

Craig Moore
Coordinator. Of Library. Studies
Univetsity of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201

a

David E. Sparks
Director of Libraries
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556

William B. .Ernst, Jr.
University,Librarian
University of Illinois at
Chicagorircle

801 S. Morgan
Chicago, IL 60680

r

Robert W. Orem
Acting University_Librarian
University of Illinois
Champaign, IL.
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'-' _Wig-Stuart Deb am
-Asst. Executi Director
OCLC
Columbusf OH 43210

Betty.J. Meyer
Asst. Director
Technical Services .

Ohio State University. Library
Columbus, OH 43210

Lothar Spang
Asst.. to Director

Wayne State Univercity Library
Detroit, MI 48102

Robin N. Downes
Assoc. Director, ,

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Marty Tucker
Asst. State Librarian.
3rd Floor, State House
Topeka-, KS 66612

4
,L3

Harold E. Baker.
Head, Library Systems
Indiana State University
Terre Haute; IN 47809 ..

Hugh7T. Vrooman
Mgr., Systems Analysis
Illinois State Library
Centennial Building
Springfield, IL 62706

James,Helyar
AssistantjArector
University of Kansas Librar
Lawrence, KS 66044/

Eleanor Hughmar
Assistant Director .

.University. of 'Cineinnati

Cincinnati, OH 45221

Joseph,TreyZ,Jr.
Director!at Libraries
University of :Wisconsin'
Memorial Library
728 gtate'Street
Madison,WI 5 3706

Foote'.",

-Direptp
!aim= State Library
140.N..Senate Avenue
Indi,anapolis, IN .46204

Abbie Heitger
; :

Head, Ext. Division
Indiana State Library
140 N. Senate Avenue.
Indianapolisi IN 46204

Hyman Kritzer
Director;..
Kent State Untyersity Library
Kent, OH 44242

Leslie W. Dunlap
Dean

University of Iowa Library,.
Iowa City, IA 52240

Sidney E.1-Matthews

Assistant Director
Southern University

. Library
Carbondal IL 62901

Mary Hartzler
Head, Catalog Division
Indiana State Library
140 N. Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204.-

Gordon Williams
Director
°center for Research Libraries
Chicago, IL, 60637

PeterBarack, Attorney
Northwestern University

.:Law School
Evanston, IL 60201

Lyle Eberhart
Director for Library Services
Dept. of Public Instruction
126 Zangdon Street
Madison, WI 51703


